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A  W o r d  F r o m  t h e  D i r e c t o r 
 

As we look forward from the International Polar Year, the ARC prepares for a very busy Antarctic field season with six staff and 
three students participating in a range of projects including: site survey with the next ANDRILL project on the Ross Ice Shelf at 
Coulman High; glaciology and geology from the central Transantarctic Mountain camp at the Beardmore Glacier and sea-ice 
sampling in McMurdo Sound. I wish all a safe and productive summer of fieldwork. Tim Naish 
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The Glacier Modelling Group within the ARC aims to identify 
the climatic drivers of Southern Hemisphere glacier 
fluctuations, past present and future. Our group has grown 
and numbers six staff (Andrew Mackintosh, Brian Anderson, 
Nick Golledge, Dan Zwartz, Huw Horgan, Ruschle Dadic) and 
five students (Alice Doughty, Karen McKinnon, Stephen Stuart, 
Lawrence Kees, Jeremy Fyke). In addition, Heather Purdie 
(PhD) and Rebecca O'Donnell (MSc) recently submitted their 
theses. We are working on interwoven projects in the 
Southern Alps and Antarctica. In both places we are 
developing models but also collecting data to constrain them.  

A summary of research progress follows: Brian and Andrew 
published a study of Brewster Glacier which revealed how 
sensitive New Zealand glaciers and meltwater runoff are to 
rising temperature. Andrew Mackintosh, Nick Golledge 
and US/Australian collaborators have a paper in review 
about the response of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet to 
climate forcing. Dan Zwartz is also investigating the 
East Antarctic Ice Sheet using geological data and 
geophysical modelling. Nick Golledge has applied the 
Parallel Ice Sheet Model to both New Zealand and 
Antarctica. He has also visited Fairbanks, Alaska to 
work with model developer Ed Bueler, and is leading a 
field glaciology programme to Beardmore Glacier in 
December, with Wolfgang Rack (Canterbury 
University). Huw Horgan is investigating Antarctic ice 
dynamics, with a focus on ice shelves, grounding lines 
and streaming ice. Ruschle Dadic is researching the role 
of snow drift on alpine glaciers and will soon focus on 
the Southern Alps (when she gets back from 
Antarctica!). 

Heather Purdie has published several papers about 
snow accumulation in the Southern Alps as part of her 
PhD in collaboration with Andrew Mackintosh, Brian 
Anderson, Nancy Bertler, Joel Baker (SGEES), and 
Wendy Lawson (Canterbury). Lawrence Kees has been 
measuring snow accumulation with Ground 
Penetrating Radar, in collaboration with Brian and Uwe 
Morgenstern (GNS Science). Steve Stuart has improved 

our knowledge of Southern Alps precipitation using weather 
station data, in collaboration with Sam Dean (NIWA) and 
Andrew. Karen McKinnon is modelling the Tasman Glacier and 
is currently examining how bed topography influences glacier 
response, with Brian and Andrew. Rebecca O'Donnell has 
been simulating former Tasmanian glaciations in collaboration 
with Andrew, Nick Golledge and Alun Hubbard (University of 
Wales). Alice Doughty has attended the prestigious European 
modelling summer school at Karthaus, Italy, and has recently 
co-authored papers in Nature and Nature Geoscience with her 
American colleagues (Denton, Schaefer, Kaplan, Putnam). 
Jeremy Fyke is simulating the Greenland and Antarctic ice 
sheets and is close to PhD completion.  Andrew Mackintosh. 

 

 

New modelling staff Dr Ruschle Dadic and Dr Huw Horgan assisting MSc 

student Lawrence Kees at Mt Cook 





Colin Bull (1928-2010) 

An inaugural professorial lecture was delivered by Lionel Carter on 14th 
September, 2010. Entitled “Between Pole and Equator: the New Zealand 
ocean in a changing world.”  The lecture explored the effects of Antarctic 
and tropical climate drivers on the New Zealand ocean, both now and in 
the past, and their interaction with major plate boundary processes such as 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions which result from New Zealand’s plate 
boundary setting.  The studies presented in the first half of the lecture can 
help identify and resolve environmental problems associated with the 
present phase of climate change. This was the theme of the second part, 
which looked at problems associated with potential catastrophic ice loss 
from Antarctica and disruption of the submarine telecommunications 
network that underpins international data transfer and communications as 
well as the internet. Lionel Carter 

Colin was Senior Lecturer in Physics at 
VUW 1956-61 and leader of the 2nd 
VUW Antarctic Expedition in 1958-59. 
By dint of personality, vision and 
administrative style he had a lasting 
influence on Antarctic research at 
VUW, and glaciology world-wide, 
through to his role as Professor and 
later Dean at The Ohio State University 
(1965-1986). He retired and became 
an Emeritus Professor and Polar 
Bibliophile living with artist and wife 
Gillian, on Bainbridge Island, near 
Seattle.  In his career he attracted and 
inspired a number of staff and 
graduate students, including pioneering glacial geologist John Mercer, glaciologists Ian Whillans 
and Lonnie Thompson, and VUW's Peter Barrett. He also attracted VUW's first Antarctic student 
(with Barrie McKelvey) and geologist Peter Webb to become Chairman of Geology at OSU for 
many years. Colin died  (September 7) on the first night of a cruise whilst taking Gillian to past 
research areas around coastal Alaska . Peter Barrett 

Colin Bull in his study surrounded 
by polar books taken by Peter 
Barrett during a visit in 2009. 

In our last issue of IceSked, ARC-researcher Rob McKay reported on the recent IODP expedition to the Wilkes Land margin of 
Antarctica. IODP is the most recent manifestation of a 40 year international  effort in scientific ocean floor drilling, which is one of 
the longest running, most successful international science programmes ever. The current programme is due to finish at the end of 
2012 and the international community is developing a science plan for another 10 years of scientific drilling. Peter Barrett has been 
participating  on  the Scientific Plan Writing Committee. This group have completed a draft of the future science plan which has 
been circulated for community comment. Tim Naish is serving on a US National Academies committee which is reviewing the 
accomplishment of scientific ocean drilling and will make 
recommendations on the new science plan to the National Science 
Board. Tim Naish 

 

Ocean Drilling Activities 
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Prof. David Bibby, Pro Vice-Chancellor & Dean of Science, 
Prof. Lionel Carter, Marine Geologist,  
Prof Neil Quigley, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research). 

Tim Naish (far left) and members of the US Scientific Ocean 
Drilling National Academies Committee, in front of the RV 
Joides Resolution docked in Victoria, Canada.  
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